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ABSTRACT 

 

The Holy Bible has catalogued multifarious miracles against various scenarios that continues to  

baffle man yet creates in him, the hope that there is definitely a solution to the different 

challenging and often emotionally upsetting situations faced.  In a period when strife and 

heartaches have dramatically increased, Miracles is the lighthouse that shines a pathway to 

recovery.  As science is an index of development, the concept of miracles as seen in the Holy 

Bible can be statistically proved by using the Triangular Fuzzy Cognitive 

Maps(STrFCMs).Spearman's coefficient, appropriate for both continuous and discrete 

variables, including ordinal variables give the Pearson correlation coefficient between the 

ranked variables.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 In today‟s world the term “Miracle” has been so casually used in statements or comments like 

“It‟s a miracle that I was able to get a ticket” or “It‟s a miracle that the driver survived that 

terrible accident”.  These comments describe the occurrence as highly unlikely or even totally 

unexpected.  However, the Holy Bible details Miracles as very specific divine actions.  Four 

Greek terms used in the Greek New Testament very beautifully bring out the true meaning of the 

term “Miracle”: they are “Dunamis”(Acts 2:22, Romans 15:19), which means Power, 

“Saymeion”(Matt 12:38,39, Acts 6:8) which means a Sign, “Terata”(Acts 2:19) which means 

wonders and “Erga”(John 5:20.36) which translates to Work. Hence, Miracles as explained by 

the scriptures are events that are beyond the capabilities of man and beyond the regular workings 

of the universe. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines “Miracle” as an extraordinary event 
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manifesting divine intervention in human affairs.  The scripture in John 2:18 and Matthew 12:38 

describes a true miracle as an event in the external world caused by the immediate agency or 

simple volition of God, operating without the use of means capable of being discerned by the 

senses and designed to authenticate the divine commission of a religious teacher and the truth of 

his message. Miracles are seals of a mission of divine origin or intervention that call everyone‟s 

attention to God and are rationally found to be unexplainable by probability or natural sciences. 

The miracles in the Holy Scriptures were proof that scriptural writers, prophets and all workers 

were messengers of God.  The credibility of these miracles are further fortified by those who 

witness them and by the testimony of witnesses. A Miracle is an event that apparently contradicts 

known scientific laws and is hence thought to be due to    supernatural causes especially to an act 

of god. Miracles in the new testament had a purpose - miracles were performed to confirm the 

word (Mark 16:20), to create faith in Jesus Christ (John 20:30-31), to demonstrate that God is 

with Jesus (John 3:2), to prove that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, as prophesied (Matt 8:16-

17). The New Testament narrates about thirty nine miracles performed by Jesus. These miracles 

can be classified as Miracles of nature, Miracles of healing, and Miracles of resurrection[1]. 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient is useful to determine the measure of 

association/correlation (including positive or negative direction of a relationship) between ranks 

achieved by Different Methods ,here we used to find ranks by triangular fuzzy cognitive Maps. 

 

Degrees of the Triangular Fuzzy Number  

 The linguistic values of the triangular fuzzy numbers are  

 Very Low (0, 0, 0.25)  

 Low (0, 0.25, 0.50)  

 Medium (0.25, 0.50, 0.75)  

 High (0.50, 0.75, 1)  

 Very High (0.75, 1,1).[2] 

 

PROPOSED TRIANGULAR FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS (TrFCMs) 

Triangular Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (TrFCM) are more applicable when the data in the first place 

is an unsupervised one. The TrFCM works on the opinion of three experts. TrFCM  

models the world as a collection of classes and causal relations between classes. It is a  

different process when we compare to FCM. Usually the FCM gives only the ON-OFF  

position. But this Triangular Fuzzy Cognitive Maps is more precise and it gives the ranking  

for the causes of the problem by using the weightage of the attribute it is main advantage  

of the new Triangular Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. 

 

BASIC DEFINITIONS OF TRIANGULAR FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS[3] 

Definition 

When the nodes of the TrFCM are fuzzy sets then they are called as fuzzy triangular 

nodes.  

Definition 

Triangular FCMs with edge weights or causalities from the set {-1, 0, 1} are called 

simple Triangular FCMs.  
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Definition 

A TrFCM is a directed graph with concepts like policies, events etc, as nodes and 

causalities as edges, It represents causal relationships between concepts.  

Definition 

Consider the nodes/concepts TrC1, TrC2,…,TrCn of the Triangular FCM.  Suppose the 

directed graph is drawn using edge weight Treij∈ {-1, 0, 1}.  The triangular matrix M be defined 

by Tr(M) = (Treij) where Treij is the triangular weight of the directed edge TrCiTrCj.  Tr(M) is called 

the adjacency matrix of Triangular Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, also known as the connection matrix 

of the TrFCM.  

It is important to note that all matrices associated with anTrFCM are always square 

matrices with diagonal entries as zero. 

Definition 

Let TrC1, TrC2,…,TrCn be the nodes of an TrFCM.  A=(a1, a2,…,an) where Treij∈ {-1, 0, 1}.  

A is called the instantaneous state vector and it denotes the on-off position of the node at an 

instant.  

Instantaneous vector 
1 ( )

0

Tr i

Tr i

a Maximum weight

a Otherwise


 


 

Definition 

Let TrC1, TrC2,…,TrCn  be the triangular nodes of and TrFCM.  

Let 
1 2 2 3 3 4, , ,...,Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr i Tr jC C C C C C C C

   
 be the edges of the TrFCM (i≠j).  Then the edges 

form a directed cycle.  AnTrFCM is said to be cyclic if it possesses a directed cycle.  AnTrFCM 

is said to be acyclic if it does not possess any directed cycle.  

Definition 

AnTrFCM is said to be cyclic is said to have a feedback.  

Definition 

When there is a feedback in anTrFCM, i.e, when the causal relations flow through a cycle 

in a revolutionary way, the TrFCM is called a dynamical system.  

Definition 

Let 1 2 2 3 3 4 1, , ,...,Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr n Tr nC C C C C C C C

   
 be a cycle.  When TrCi is switched ON and if 

the causality flows through the triangular edges of a cycle and if it again causes Ci, we say that 

the dynamical system goes round and round.  This is true for any triangular node TrCi for i 

=1,2,…,n.  The equilibrium state for this dynamical system is called the hidden pattern.  

Definition 

If the equilibrium state of a dynamical system is a unique state vector, then it is called a 

fixed point.  Consider a TrFCM with TrC1, TrC2,…,TrCn as nodes.  For example let us start the 
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dynamical system by switching on TrC1.  Let us assume that the TrFCM settles down with TrC1 

and TrCn ON i.e., in the state vector remains as (1, 0, 0,…,0) is called fixed point.  

Definition 

If the TrFCM settles down with a state vector repeating in the form 

A1→A2→…→Ai→A1 then this equilibrium is called a limit cycle. 

 

METHOD OF DETERMINING THE HIDDEN PATTERN OF TRIANGULAR FUZZY 

COGNITIVE MAPS (TrFCMs) 

Step 1:Let TrC1, TrC2,…,TrCn be the nodes of an TrFCM, with feedback, Let Tr(M) be the 

associated adjacency matrix.   

Step 2:Let us find the hidden pattern when TrC1 is switched ON.  When an input is given as the 

vectorA1 = (1, 0,…, 0), the data should pass through the relation matrix M.  This is done 

by multiplying Ai by the triangular matrix M.   

Step 3:Let AiTr(M) = (a1, a2,…, an) will get a triangular vector. Suppose A1Tr(M) = (1, 0,…, 0)it 

gives a triangular weight of the attributes, we call it as Ai Tr(M)weight. 

Step 4: Adding the corresponding node of the three experts opinion, we call it as Ai Tr(M)sum. 

Step 5:The threshold operation is denoted by(  ) ie., A1Tr(M)Max(weight). That is by replacing ai by 

1 if aiis the maximum weight of the triangular node (ie.,ai=1), otherwiseaiby 0(ie., ai=0).   

Step 6:Suppose A1Tr(M)→ A2 then consider A2Tr(M)weightis nothing but addition of weightage of 

the ON attribute and A1 Tr(M)weight . 

Step 7: Find A2 Tr(M)sum(ie., summing of the three experts opinion of each attributes). 

Step 8: The threshold operation is denoted by(  ) ie., A2Tr(M)Max(weight). That is by replacing ai by 

1 if ai is the maximum weight of the triangular node (ie.,ai=1), otherwise ai by 0 (ie., 

ai=0).   

Step 9: If the A1Tr(M)Max(weight). =A2Tr(M)Max(weight). Thendynamical system end otherwise repeat 

the same procedure.  

  

Step 10: This procedure is repeated till we get a limit cycle or a fixed point.  

  
CONCEPT OF THE PROBLEM 

We have taken the following Nine concepts {TrC1, TrC2,…,TrC9} to analyze the miracles 

through holy bible using linguistic questionnaire and the expert‟s opinion The following 

concepts are taken as the main nodes of our problem.[4]  
TrC1- Perseverance in prayer, 
TrC2- Hearing the word of god, 
TrC3-,Trust, 
TrC4-Endurance, 
TrC5-Humility, 
TrC6-Obedience, 
TrC7-complete surrender 
TrC8- Repentance 
TrC9-Faith. 
Now we give the connection matrix related with the TrFCM. 
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LINGUISTIC VARIABLES FOR THE TRIANGULAR FUZZY NODES 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Linguistic values of the triangular fuzzy nodes 

 

 
Attribute TrC1 is ON: A(1)= (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )  

A(1)Tr(M)Weight = (0, (0.75,1,1), (0.50,0.75,1), (0.50,0.75,1), (0.50,0.75,1), (0.25,0.50,0.75), 

(0.75,1,1), (0.75,1,1), (0.75,1,1).  

A(1)Tr(M)Average = (0, 0.9167, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.5, 0.9167,0.9167, 0.75 )  

A(1)Tr(M)Max(Weight) (0 1 0 0 0 0  1 1  0  ) =A1(1)  

A1(1)Tr(M)Average = (2.5209, 1.5277, 1.6042, 1.3751, 1.1459, 2.2154, 1.3750, 1.5278, 2.0626)  

A1(1)Tr(M)Max(Weight) = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) =A2(1) . 

  
Do the process for remaining data, 

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

987654321

hhhvhvhvhhhTrc

hhhmmhvhvhTrc

hhhlllhvhTrc

hhhhlmvhmTrc

vhmlhhhmhTrc

vhmllhvhhhTrc

vhhlmhvhhhTrc

hvhhvhmhhvhTrc

hvhvhmhhhvhTrc

TrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrc

01,75,.50.1,75,.50.1,75,.50.1,1,75.1,1,75.1,1,75.1,75,.50.1,75,.50.

1,75,.50.01,75,.50.1,75,.50.75.0,50.0,25.075.0,50.0,25.01,75,.50.1,1,75.1,1,75.

1,75,.50.1,75,.50.01,75,.50.50.0,25.0,050.0,25.0,050.0,25.0,01,75,.50.1,1,75.

1,75,.50.1,75,.50.1,75,.50.01,75,.50.50.0,25.0,075.0,50.0,25.01,1,75.75.0,50.0,25.0

1,1,75.75.0,50.0,25.050.0,25.0,01,75,.50.01,75,.50.1,75,.50.75.0,50.0,25.01,75,.50.

1,1,75.75.0,50.0,25.050.0,25.0,050.0,25.0,01,75,.50.01,1,75.1,75,.50.1,75,.50.

1,1,75.1,75,.50.50.0,25.0,075.0,50.0,25.01,75,.50.1,1,75.01,75,.50.1,75,.50.

1,75,.50.1,1,75.1,75,.50.1,1,75.75.0,50.0,25.01,75,.50.1,75,.50.01,1,75.

1,75,.50.1,1,75.1,1,75.75.0,50.0,25.01,75,.50.1,75,.50.1,75,.50.1,1,75.0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

987654321

Trc

Trc

Trc

Trc

Trc

Trc

Trc

Trc

Trc

TrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrcTrc
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7549.14592.13354.13821.13941.13439.14903.16516.16516.1

7941.15133.13019.124393.125474.120955.12413.138645.148645.14

5209.26042.11459.13751.13751.15278.15278.18334.10626.2000000001

3751.16807.15279.12987.11459.13751.13751.18403.08403.0000000010

8907.14005.12605.10307.20504.12605.14705.14005.13108.2000000100

8907.14005.10307.20504.16806.12605.16806.13108.21904.1000001000

3109.24705.16302.02605.12605.14005.14005.16806.18906.1000010000

8403.03751.19167.01459.15278.16806.18403.03751.13751.1000100000

8403.01459.19167.09167.05278.18403.06806.13751.13751.1001000000

0626.25278.12154.21459.18334.13751.18334.15209.22987.1010000000

0626.25278.13750.12154.21459.13751.16042.15278..15209.2100000000

TrCTrCTrCTrCTrCTrCTrCTrCTrC 987654321

alWeightAverageTot

tTotalweigh

Attributes

 

 

We have taken the following nine concepts {TrD1, TrD2,…,TrD9} To find the rank for  

Emotional quotient of Christ while performing miracles  using linguistic questionnaire and the 

expert‟s opinion, the following concepts are taken as the main nodes of our problem. TrD1-

Authority in the spiritual realm  ,TrD2- Obedience to the father,TrD3-Anger ,TrD4-Patience 

,TrD5-Forgiveness,TrD6- Forbearance,TrD7- Loving,TrD8-Mercy ,TrD9-God‟s Compassion 

Degrees of the Triangular Fuzzy Number[4]  

The linguistic values of the triangular fuzzy numbers are  

 Very Low (0, 0, 0.3)  

 Low (0, 0.3, 0.5)  

 Medium (0.2, 0.5, 0.8)  

 High (0.5, 0.7, 1)  

 Very High (0.7, 1,1).[5] 
 

Now we give the connection matrix related with the TrFCM. 

Expert(Evangelist from Jesus calls, Chennai) 
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0

0

0

0

0
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vhmlhhhmhTrD
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Attribute TrD1 is ON: A(1)= (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )  

A(1)Tr(M)Weight = (0, (0.5,0.7,1), (0.5,0.7,1), (0.7,1,1), (0.5,0.7,1), (0.5,0.7,1), (0.5,0.7,1), (0.5,0.7,1), 

(0.5,0.7,1).  

A(1)Tr(M)Average = (0, 0.7333, 0.7333, 0.9, 0.7333, 0.7333, 0.7333,0.7333, 0.6599 )  

A(1)Tr(M)Max(Weight) (0 0 0 1 0 0  0 0  0  ) =A 11 

A1(1)Tr(M)Average = (0.6599, 0.6511, 0.8, 0, 0.6599, 0.2394, 0.2394, 0.45, 2.0626)  

A1(1)Tr(M)Max(Weight) = (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) =A1 (2) . 

 

A(1)Tr(M)Average = (0.72, 0.5866, 0, 0.5866, 0.4, 0.4, 0.5866,0.5866.0.5866, )  

A(1)Tr(M)Max(Weight) (1 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  0  ) =A 13. 

 

 

A(1)= A 13 

 

DO THE REMAINING CALCULATION 
 

 

 

 

 

01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.08.0,5.0,2.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,1,7.0.

1,7.0,5.001,7.0,5.05.0,3.0,08.0,5.0,2.01,7.0,5.01,1,7.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.0

1,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.001,7.0,5.05.0,3.0,05.0,3.0.05.0,3.0,01,7.0,5.01,1,7.0

1,1,7.8.0,5.0,2.05.0,3.0,001,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.08.0,5.0,2.01,7.0,5.0

1,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.005.0,3.0,08.0,5.0,2.01,1,7.08.0,5.0,2.0

1,7.0,5.08.0,5.0,2.05.0,3.0,05.0,3.0,01,7.0,5.001,1,7.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.0

1,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.08.0,5.0,2.08.0,5.0,2.01,7.0,5.001,7.0,5.01,1,7.0

1,7.0,5.01,1,7.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.08.0,5.0,2.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.001,7.0,5.0

1,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.0.1,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.01,1,7.0.1,7.0,5.01,7.0,5.00

9
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6

5

4

3
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1

987654321

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrD

TrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrD

5296.04765.04232.03289.04352.03778.02697.05232.05311.0

7668.42891.48096.39601.29173.34002.34274.27088.47806.4

5345.05345.05345.03645.03645.05345.005345.06561.0000000001

5939.0405.02154.02154.05939.00729.05939.05939.0000000010

5343.05343.05343.03645.03645.05345.005343.06561.0000000100

4811.04811.04811.03280.03280.04811.004811.05904.0000001000

4329.02952.01579.01570.04329.005313.04329.04329.0000010000

5939.05939.05939.05939.05939.0729.05939.05939.00000100000

5345.05345.05345.03645.03645.05345.005345.06561.0001000000

4751.0324.01723.01723.04751.005838.04751.04751.0010000000

5866.05866.05866.04.04.05866.005866.072.0100000000

987654321

alweightAverageTot

tTotalweigh

TrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDTrDAttributes
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Correlation Coefficients  

 
Assessing the correlation/consistency between different ranking patterns obtained by Triangular method  

and/or different decision makers and/or different scenarios for a given set of alternatives forms a major 

part in their comparative study. Correlation coefficients measure the extent to which the ranks are 

correlated which can be used in this regard. These values vary from +1.00 (perfect positive relation) to -

1.00 (perfect negative relationship) and value of zero indicates no relationship. A non parametric rank 

correlation method namely, Spearman which is used to compute correlation coefficient values is 

explained as follows:  

 

 Spearman Rank Correlation Method  

 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient is useful to determine the measure of association/correlation 

(including positive or negative direction of a relationship) between ranks achieved by TrFCM method 

and/or different decision-makers and/or different scenarios for a given set of alternatives. If Ua and Va 

denote the ranks achieved by above situation(s) for the same alternative a, then R is defined as [6] 

𝑅 =   1−  
6 𝑑𝑎

2𝑛
𝑎=1

𝑛3−𝑛
  

  
,where da = difference between ranks Ua and Va achieved by the same alternative a  

n = number of alternatives and .-1≤R≤1  
Various critical values for Spearman rank correlation coefficient for various significance levels is 

provided in [7]. Numerous case studies have used the Spearman rank correlation method for computation 

of correlation coefficient values [8].  

Characteristics of R can be explained in Table 1  
 

Table 1. 

Characteristics of 

Coefficient  
Correlation  

Nature of correlation  Remark  

0.9 - 1.0  Very High  Very Strong relationship  

0.7 – 0.9  High  Marked relationship  

0.4 – 0.7  Moderate  Substantial relationship  

0.2 – 0.4  Low  Definite relationship  

< 0.2  Slight  Small relationship  
 

1121

1145

9369

1187

1156

1178

25594

1132

1112

2

21











 drrdstattituderankofchrinattituderankofhuma
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𝑅 =   1−  
6 𝑑𝑎

2𝑛
𝑎=1

𝑛3 − 𝑛
 

 

    =1-6*(41)/720 

     =0.70 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

In the course of this study, Fuzzy data  was converted to Raw data applying the Triangular Fuzzy 

Cognitive Maps ,the human attitudes and the attitudes of Christ were ranked independently and 

on correlating the two, it was found that the nature of correlation was identified as “High” 

bearing a numerical value of 0.7, indicating a marked relationship between the two - both 

attitudes are interlinked. From the above mentioned data, it is proven that a combination of both, 

ie. Attitudes of Christ and Man are essential for miracles to be manifested in an individual‟s life. 
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